A way to determine the magnetic axis of gyrotron cryomagnets, and more generally magnets composed of coils wound around a single mandrel is presented. The method is based on measuxements of the longitudinal component of the magnetic field performed at suitable locations with a high accuracy (100 ppm) Hail probe [l]. The tilt and the shift ofthe magnetic axis with respect to the mechanical axis can be determined with a typical accuracy of 0.Oldeg and 0.1 mm respectively.
Introduction
In order to maximise the interaction between the hollow electron beam and the cavity resonant mode of a gyrotron, an accurate alignment of the magnetic and the mechanical axis of the magnet is required. It is usually specified that the mechanical axis should remain within a cylinder of diameter 0 . 3 m surrounding the magnetic axis. In the method described here, measurements of the longitudinal field are performed on a circular path of radius & with respect to the mechanical axis, with the probe parallel to it. The assumption that the magnetic axis is linear is made. It is reasonable since the coils are usually wounded around a common mandrel. Principle The geometry is described on Fig. 1 . The magnetic axis e, is taken as a reference. The tilt is described by the angles &, and ai,,, whereas the shift is given by DR in direction Note that DR and @M are z-dependent, whereas @ti1, and a;,, are not.
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By projecting the local magnetic field on a direction parallel to the probe, and by keeping first order terms in DR and in &fi,, on can estimate the field as a function of the misalignment parameters and the measure angle @:
where the longitudinal field and its derivatives are estimated on-axis, using analytical expansions [2,3]. A similar expression can he obtained ifelliptical integrals are used:
The formula (2) is more accurate than (I) in the absolute, but equally useful in practice since relative variations only are considered.
Determination of t h e tilt a n d shift parameters
Looking at (I), it appears that the tilt is related to the first longitudinal derivative of the field, and the shift to the second derivative. It is then natural to perform measurements at longitudinal locations where one or the other of these quantities is maximal. The sequence of measurements that are usually performed is: The second tilt parameter,'the direction @,i t, is found by fitting a sinusoidal curve to the measurement.
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Gyro-Devices and other Vacuum Electronic Devices with thc tilt parameters determined abws. The local shin aniplitude is then obtsined with:
and the shifl'direction is obtained by fitting a cosine function to the measurements.
In principle, two sets of measurements are sufficient to determine all the tilt parameters, but five measures (2 tilts and 3 shifts) are performed.
Application to a 118GHz gyrotron magnet
The above procedure was applied to the magnet described in derivative of the magnetic field, with the most appropriate positions for the tilt (squares) and shift (circles) measurements. The probe was fixed at a radius Ro = 25mm. The results of the tilt measurements are shown on Fig. 4 , where the squares represent experimental data and the solid curves are sinusoidal fits. The error bars correspond to the Hall probe accuracy (100ppm). The typical maximal difference is 10-20G, which is well above the probe accuracy. The estimated tilt angle is @61,=0.049 deg, indicating that this particular magnet is slightly out of specifications. The two curves on Fig. 4 should be in phase opposition since the sign of aBz/aZ is not the same at the two longitudinal positions. The discrepancy gives the accuracy in determining the tilt orientation, i.e. 20-30 deg.
The estimation of the shift uses $,j,t and and is thus slightly more delicate. Depending on the longitudinal position, the shift DR is of the order of 0.2mm, which again indicates that this magnet should be realigned.
The alignement of 4 magnets hosting 500kW. I18GHz gyrotron tubes was measured, and, even though all of them were found to be slightly out of specifications, no r e a l i m e n t was necessary since all tubes could still operate at their nominal output power.
Cooclusion
A simple method to estimate the magnetic axis of a gyrotron magnet has been prescnted. It relies on the possibility to measure the longitudinal magnetic field component with a high accuracy, at suitable locations. The accuracy in the determination of the tilt parameters is improved with respect to that described in [I] .
